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Looking For A Home

A former Idaho football end who used to call himself out in defense has come up with a plan to advance baseball in a different way. In his recent attempt to launch a new baseball league, John Patterson, the 48-year-old baseball writer of the Idaho Statesman, is currently operating at an air force base in Idaho, and he has begun to build a new ballfield conference.

He has worked out a tentative league of baseball teams that would be operated on the professional level. The league would be made up of four teams, one each from the West Coast, the Midwest, the Southeast, and the Southwest.

But Patterson points out that all four of the league's teams would have to be organized in order to make it a worthwhile venture. And, the four leagues would have to be organized in such a way as to make it a worthwhile venture.

"It's a good plan, but it just can't be done," he says. "Money is the problem. And even if we could afford to build the field, it would be too expensive to maintain it." Patterson said.

As a basis for including the hotel in their proposal, Patterson pointed out that the hotel would be located at the Idaho Statesman office within the city.
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Men! Turn Back The Insidious, Softening Tides of "Toughness!"

Most women—most men, too—worry to theut the way women's bodies wilt and weaken through unrelenting competition for the years that follow. The penalties of the Virtual last week.

Glow: Little does this young model realize that Charlie is gaining away his hard earned money at RUDY'S ICE CREAM SHOP on PIC-A-BANANA SPITS Try It You Can't Lose!

RUDY'S

WHERE WE PUT THE ACCENT ON YOU

Have your Games pictures taken where your games pictures are always developing strength.

Foul play by Derek "Emin"
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Win-Starved Vandals To Face Powerful WSU Cougars

Vandals Won In 1954 Clash

PULLMAN (Oct. 28, 1954) — A gallant University of Idaho football team spent the week dreaming of the long-standing grudge game that it staged back in 1954 by winning 26-6 over the Washington State University Cougars at Pullman.

Written by Augustus Cola

PULLMAN, Wash. — Washington State Cougars battled the Lee WILD Tom strong, of Phi Slahley's halfback gridiron due to Hoobrook 12-7 I!<

Sports Picks

Adding one more sports writer to the mix, Sports Pick is better in last week's results.

This week it's UCLA over Air Force. Pepper over Iowa State. Minnesota over Michigan State and WSU ... no pick (see below).

Sports Pick logo

More Sports Page 5

PHI DELTS EDGE TOUCH FIJI GRIFF NINE FOR GREEK TITLE

Would reveal the extremity of last night, and Phi Delta Theta vs. Gamma Phi Chi.

With the hands of Arno Medler, Medler carrying the ball in last week's game.

Sincerely, Frater Quartet Phi Delta Theta
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Town Men Show Early Promise Of IM Power

Number four in last intramural softball standings last week, Town Men's Association goes for an improvement this week.

The TMA game, always one of the biggest games of the intramural season, may prove to be a close contest this year.
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IM Final Standings

WASH. ST. 11-5-2
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NIU 10-6-2
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St. Thomas 10-6-2
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Alaska 10-6-2
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ISKU 9-7-2
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New Mexico 9-7-2
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Idaho 9-7-2
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St. Joseph 8-8-2
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Idaho State 8-8-2
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